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Humboldt
3523 East End Dr. 

784-1111

Trenton
502 N. College

855-1895

Milan
2026 E. Van Hook

686-9355

Visit any of our three locations in Gibson County
Variety of EGG sizes

Big Green Egg Charcoal
85+ of the most popular EGGcessories

1+ Cooking Islands, Modular Nest System or Tables

Available at two locations:
Food Rite - Trenton

Hays Cashsaver - Humboldt

Food Rite
2038 Hwy. 45 Bypass S. 

Trenton • 855-3802
Hays Cashsaver

2220 N. Central Ave.
Humboldt • 784-9797

2220 N. Central Ave., Humboldt 
731-784-9797

 2038 Hwy 45 Bypass S, Trenton 
 731-855-3802

705 S. Main, Dyer
 731-692-3441

108 W. Armory St., Trenton 
731-855-1916

Gibson County
Churches
Serving our
Communities
for many
generations.

Thank You!

Communities, like those in Gibson County, are compromised of individual people seeking a common goal—to not feel alone. 
Throughout history, it has become abundantly apparent that people need other people. Humans thrive on the connections made 
with those around them that carry similar values and goals within their lives. This is why churches are so important within these 
communities. 

Churches, no matter the denomination or religion, serve as a physical representation of a need being met. People within these 
communities throughout Gibson County flock to churches for a variety of needs ranging from physical, financial and above all, 
spiritual. They become members of a congregation where they feel they most belong. Being a part of a church allows a person to 
express their faith and have that faith solidified into something tangible with others around them. 

Historically, churches have been the backbone of a community. They are often at the forefront of public service, opening their 
doors with open arms to those with needs that are unmet by a secular setting. Without churches, people would lose that sense of 
belonging. Churches have become a home for the homeless and voice for the voiceless.

Gibson County Publishing wants to celebrate this feat that churches have accomplished in being safe harbors for all within 
Gibson County. Gibson County Publishing appreciates the churches and businesses that participated in this historical section.  
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